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Renaissance
Reformation
Religious Wars

 Middle Ages not a gap in which “nothing 
important” occurred

 Evidence of events/triggers that brought on the 
Renaissance:
 Sicilian Vespers, 1282
 Black Death, 1348
 Peasant rebellions, late 14th C.
 Hundred Years’ War, 1337-1453
 Rise of heretics, 14th C.
 Communications revolution, 1452

LATE MIDDLE AGES
 Religion dominates politics, Church above 

state, dissenters dealt with harshly

 Scholasticism: Thomas Aquinas
 Reconciles Christianity with Aristotelian 

science

 Ideal: man is well-versed in one subject: 
getting to Heaven

 Literature: 
 Based on religion
 Written in Latin by hand
 Church greatest patron
 Little political criticism

RENAISSANCE
 State supreme to Church, new monarchs 

assert power, rise of skepticism, 
Renaissance popes corrupt 

 Humanism dominant
 Emphasis on secular concerns resulting 

from rediscovery and study of classical 
Greco-Roman culture

 Ideal: Renaissance man should be well-
rounded

 Literature:
 Secularism; humanism
 In the vernacular
 Covered wide range topics
 Focus on individual
 Increased use of printing press, satire

 Rise of the Italian City-States
 Large City-centers
 Centers for merchants
 Medici’s of Florence

 Renaissance Ideals- Humanism
 The celebration of the individual (1st autobiography)

 Classical learning vs. scholasticism
 Secularism

 New Monarchies (England, Spain and France)
 Consolidation of power, armies,  nation-states

 Italian vs. Northern Renaissance 
 Ideas and art differences
 Perspective
 Chiaroscuro
 3-d
 Classical & Christian motives

 Pico della Mirandola ‘Oration on the Dignity of Man’
 Petrarch ‘Dark Ages’
 Lorenzo Valla ‘Donation of Constantine’
 Castiglione ‘The Courtier’
 Machiavelli ‘ Prince’
 Erasmus ‘ Praise of Folly’…vernacular critique of church
 Thomas More ‘Utopia’

LATE MIDDLE AGES

Sculpture:
 gothic, detailed
 In relief
Painting:
 Gothic
 Byzantine style, nearly totally 

religious
 Lack of perspective, chiaroscuro, 

and emotion
 Stylized faces
 Use of gold to show Heaven
 Church patronized
Architecture:
 Gothic
 Pointed arches, barrel vaults, 

spires, flying buttresses -
elaborate

RENAISSANCE
Sculpture:
 Greco-Roman influence
 Free-standing
 Use of bronze
Painting:
 Secular themes
 Greco-Roman ideals
 Perspective
 Chiaroscuro
 Oil paints
 Bright colors
 Emotion
 Patrons: merchant princes and 

Renaissance popes
Architecture:
 Rounded arches, symmetry, balance, 

Greco-Roman columns, domes

 Early 16th Century realignment of geopolitical landscape of 
Europe: France and HRE expanded territory and power

 Monarchs used art and architecture to glorify their reigns and 
promote sense of cultural and political unity among subjects

 Merchant class commissioning and collecting art, showing status 
(art not just for aristocracy)

 Happening along with religious crises: Reformation and Counter-
Reformation
 Split W. Europe in two and led to 100 years of war between Protestants and 

Catholics
 Humanism spread from Italy to northern Europe

 The fall of Greek Constantinople to the 
Ottoman Turks in 1453 permanently and 
profoundly changed international affairs

 Wealthy Europeans demanded luxury goods 
from Asia: spices, opiates, and silks

 Getting the goods past the Turks cost more 
money, raising the price of commodities 
dramatically
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 Factors leading to Exploration:
▪ Renaissance individualism and ideas
▪ Profiteering 
▪ Spices
▪ Cash Crops
▪ Religion
▪ New sailing technology

 New colonies in the Americas and Africa created.
 Columbian Exchange
 To Europe-potatoes, tomatoes, corn, tobacco, 

chocolate and syphilis
 To America-coffee, sugar, rice, farm animals, and a 

bunch of diseases 
 Consequences- improved diet, longer life's for 

Europeans, much $$ for Spain and Portugal 
mainly.

 Wealth on the rise in western Europe
 Population increased 70-90 million within 1500-1600.
 Price revolution- inflation rises due to the amount of 

gold/silver from new world.
 Joint-Stock companies created.
 New markets to sell products and get raw materials.
 Putting Out system created.
 Mercantilism created gov’t policies for economy 

creating strong, self sufficient economies. States job 
of country and colonies

 ****DON’T OVERLOOK THIS SLIDE!!!!****

Renaissance
Reformation
Religious Wars

 Martin Luther….95-theses
 Salvation by faith alone
 Bible
 Church =priesthood of believers

 German Peasant Revolts 1525
 Cause=Luther’s teachings & high rents
 Consequences= Luther objects, peasants crushed

 Peace of Augsburg 1555

 Calvin’s beliefs
▪ God is great…Humans are bad!
▪ Predestination and the Elect
▪ The church is the state
▪ Spread to Scotland (Presbyterians), France (Huguenots) 

and England (Puritans)
 Anabaptist

▪ Opposed infant baptism
▪ Total separation of church and state

 Henry VIII…Defender of the Faith
 Needs a male heir to the throne
 Act of Supremacy 1534

▪ King becomes ruler of the church
▪ New church mirrors Catholic church w/o papal 

supremacy
 Edward VI
 Bloody Mary
 Elizabeth I

▪ Elizabethan Settlement and the New Anglican 
Church…similar to Catholic Church, but not exact
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• Most important pope in reforming 
Church and challenging Protestantism
– Council of Trent (1545-1563)

Established Catholic dogma for the next 400 years
• Equal validity of Scripture, Church tradition, and 

writings of Church fathers.
• Salvation by both good works and faith
• Validation of all 7 sacraments
• Monasticism, celibacy of clergy and purgatory 

reaffirmed
• Approved the Index of Forbidden Books:
• Reforms: curtailed sale of indulgences, church 

offices; bishops more control over clergy, 
seminaries established

JESUITS FOUNDED 1540
 Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556)
 3 goals:
 Reform the Church through 

education
 Spread the Gospel to pagans
 Fight Protestantism

THE INQUISITION

• Jesuits oversaw both 
Spanish and Italian 
Inquisitions beginning in 
1542

• Persecution of Jews 
throughout Europe 
increased

 Unity of Western Christianity shattered
 Northern Europe Protestant: most of Germany, 

Austria and the Netherlands, Scandinavia, Britain, 
and much of France  

 Religious enthusiasm rekindled
 Church abuses remedied: simony, pluralism, 

immoral and uneducated clergy removed
 Led to rise of religious wars in Europe over 

the next century

Issues:
 Spain seeking to crush 

Protestantism in western 
Europe and Islam in 
Mediterranean

 French Catholics trying to stop 
Huguenots

 HRE trying to re-impose 
Catholicism in Germany

 Calvinist Netherlands trying to 
break away from Spain

 England: Civil War between 
Puritans and Anglicans

 Spain under Phillip II (1556-1598) 
“Golden Age”

 Battle of Lepanto, 1571
 Considered the turning point in 

preserving “Christian” Europe 
from Turkish advance

 The Dutch Revolt: Spain vs. 
Netherlands
 William of Orange (1533-1584) 

led 17 provinces against the 
Spanish Inquisition

 Formation of the Dutch Republic 
in 1581

 Spain vs. England: Defeat of the 
Spanish Armada, 1588

 Spanish-Religious Wars
 Phillip II..defender of Christianity
 Wanted higher taxes and elimination of freedoms in 

Netherlands…then defeated by the Netherlands 
1609

 Defeated by the English Navy
 Consequences…Spain , Dutch , England 
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 Valois’ (Catholic) ruled France with Catherine 
de Medici (politique).

 Civil war between Catholics and Huguenots
 St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre 1572
 War of Three Henry’s
 Edict of Nantes 1598
 Henry IV (politique)-House of Bourbon & 

Huguenot becomes king….’Paris is worth a mass’.  

 Causes: Religious and political differences
 4 Phases of the war…’Butts Don’t Smell Fresh’
 Peace of Westphalia- 1648
 Rulers decided religion of their state
 Netherlands are officially independent
 Alsace-Lorraine given to France

 Consequences- HRE devastated politically & 
economically

 HRE , France, Dutch & Sweden 

Unit 2 Review

EAST
 Based on powerful nobility, weak middle 

class, and oppressed peasantry of serfs
 Threat of war with European and Asian 

invaders served as motivators to 
consolidate power

 2 methods:
 King imposed taxes without consent
 Large standing armies

WEST

 In France, nobility limited, 
middle-class strong, and 
peasants – not serfs

 Why no serfs in west?
 Black Death resulted in labor 

shortages

 Stuarts ruled a prosperous England after 
Elizabeth died mainly due to commerce and 
agricultural revolution

 James I (r.1603-1625)
▪ Divine rights of kings
▪ Trouble with Parliament…they wanted a more puritan 

‘purified’ church.
 Charles I (r.1625-1649)

▪ Needed money, so forced to sign Parliaments Petition of 
Rights (1628) 

▪ Wanted the Anglican Church to become Catholic again

 Long Parliament- 1640-1658
▪ Needed $$$ to fight the Scots
▪ Passed a number of bills limiting royal power

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR (1642-1649)
 Cavaliers (Monarchy) vs. Roundheads (Parliament)
 Oliver Cromwell

▪ Executed Charles
▪ Abolished monarchy and created commonwealth (1649-53).
▪ Became Lord Protector (1653).
▪ Created a strict moral code.
▪ Crushed rebellions in Ireland and took catholic lands.

 After Cromwell’s death, Stuart restoration.
 Charles II (r 1660-85)-

▪ Restored England, pre Cromwell
▪ Political parties formed (tories and whigs)

 James II (r. 1685-88)-
▪ Wanted England to become Catholic again

 Glorious Revolution W & M 
▪ Bill of Rights
▪ Rejection of Divine Right of Kings
▪ Limits Royal Power
▪ England becomes Constitutional Monarchy

 Henry IV- 1st of the absolute monarchs 
 Louis XIII & the rise of Richelieu (the real ruler 

of France for about 20 years)
▪ Intendant system created to weaken the nobles
▪ Defeated the Habsburg in the 30 Years War

 With the death of Richelieu & Louis, 5 year 
old Louis XIV becomes king, FRONDE occurs 
to limit royal powers…wins to a degree… 
Louis will always remember this!

 Bishop Bossuet- Divine Right of Kings
▪ Absolute power, but must follow God’s laws

 ‘I am the State’ and ‘Sun King’…most powerful 
ruler EVER!

 Reduced nobles power…increased intendants
 J.B. Colbert- improved economy of France

▪ Protected French products with tariffs
▪ Said colonies are important for resources and markets
▪ Raised revenues, but tax system  not good

 Versailles- Propaganda Palace
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 Edict of Nantes revocation
▪ ‘One king, one law, and one faith’
▪ Many skilled Protestant workers leave…hurts France

 Wanted to expand French borders and increase 
its power….Wars of Louis XIV!

 War of Spanish Succession (1701-1713)
▪ Wanted to put grandson, Philip of Anjou, on Spanish throne 

after Charles II died.
▪ Grand Alliance (England, Austria, Holland, Prussia) made 

France economically weak after expensive war
 Treaty of Utrecht (1713) created a new balance of 

power in Europe & divided up Spanish empire

 Hohenzollern family given the after 30 Years War. 
Largest area of HRE

 Frederick William- Great Elector (r.1640-1688)
 Started creating a strong kingdom with a well-

equipped army.
 Gave junkers power over their serfs, if they remained 

loyal to him
 Frederick William I (r.1713-1740)
 Created largest army in Europe 
 Prussia = ‘An army with a state.’

 Ruled HRE since 1400’s.
 Lost power after 30 Years War, but gained land in 

the War of Spanish Succession (mainly Italian city 
states and Spanish Netherlands)

 Charles VI (r.1711-1740) had no male heir.
▪ Pragmatic Sanction- agreement that said Maria Theresa will 

become queen of kingdom  & land cannot be divided up. 
▪ War of Austrian Succession- Frederick the Great breaks it

 Prior to Peter the Great, Russia very backwards
 Peter the Great- used knowledge from western 

Europe to modernize Russia
▪ Expanded/modernized Army and Navy
▪ Introduced new crops (i.e. potatoes) and agriculture 

procedures
▪ Imported skilled workers
▪ Forced nobles to shave beards and look more European
▪ Defeated Sweden in Great Northern War for access on the 

Baltic
▪ Built St. Petersburg
▪ Controlled Boyars (nobles)
▪ Continued exploiting serfs

RELIGIOUS TOLERATION

 Calvinism dominant 
religion

 Catholics and Jews fewer 
rights but tolerated

MERCANTILISM 17TH CENTURY
 Innovations in banking and finance 

promoted urban financial centers and a 
money economy

 Dutch East India Co. 1602-1799
 Challenged Portugese in Indonesia, 

India, Sri Lanka, South Africa
 By 1700 dominated spice trade

 Amsterdam banking and commercial 
center of Europe (replaced Antwerp)
Bank of Amsterdam (1609): first central 

bank in European history; offered 
lowest interest rates

 HRE- after 30 Years War, no regaining power
 Poland-Large landed country w/o a strong 

king
 Ottoman Empire- backwards; European 

countries kept them out of Europe
 Spain-lost power at the turn of the 17th

century due to wars, expulsion of Jews and 
Muslims, and lack of industry and high 
inflation

 Sweden and Holland

Review #3

 Medieval universities
 Renaissance and Humanist movement
 Age of exploration created need for scientific 

advances
 Scientific method
 Scientific Method becomes major cause of 

new world view of 17th-18th centuries
 secularism
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 Geocentric view based on church, Aristotle & 
Ptolemy.

 Copernicus (1473-1543)- wrote ‘On the Revolution 
of the Heavenly Bodies’ (1543) challenged the 
traditional views…based on logic, no evidence!

 Kepler (1571-1630)- used Brahe’s research.
▪ Planets revolve around sun in an elliptical orbit
▪ Orbits vary based on distance of the sun

 Galileo (1564-1642)-
▪ used math to create laws of motion and inertia.
▪ Used a telescope to support the heliocentric theory
▪ Church accused him of heresy….will recant!

 Bacon (1561-1626)- INDUCTIVE REASONING
 Direct observation->  record data-> make hypothesis

 Descartes (1596-1650)- DEDUCTIVE REASONING
 Doubt everything and use logic to deduce conclusions

 Scientific Method-
▪ both methods work together 
▪ Use controlled experiments and record all data

 Scientific Societies are supported by states and 
monarchies (i.e. Royal Society of England)

 Governments/monarchs encouraged 
scientific inquiry as a means to further the 
prestige of the state and remain at the 
cutting edge of technology

 The Royal Society in England was the most 
prestigious (1660)

 Others in Naples, France (Louis XIV), Prussia 
(Frederick I), and Russia (Peter the Great)

 Newton ( 1642-1727)- wrote ‘Principia’ based 
on Kepler and Galileo’s laws of planetary 
motion and math to create his universal laws 
of gravity and motion

▪ World is one big machine 
▪ Superstition doesn’t exist!
▪ Newton’s ideas are the main ways of thinking until 

Einstein released his findings.

 Led to the Enlightenment
 Improved exploration
 Accelerated the agricultural revolution
 Improved quality of life
 Discredited superstition and witchcraft as 

fallacies

CAUSES

 Popular belief in magic
 Catholic Church used witch 

hunts to gain control over 
village life in rural areas

 Women seen as “weaker 
vessels” and prone to 
temptation (Malleus 
Maleficarum, 1486)

 Religious wars and 
divisions created panic and 
scapegoat environment

END OF WITCH HUNTS
 The Scientific Revolution
 Advances in medicine
 Protestant Reformation emphasized 

God as only spiritual force in the 
universe

 literature

Centers of the Enlightenment

Impact of the Enlightenment 
on society:

 secularism
 Revolutions in France and 

the Americas
 laissez-faire capitalism
 Education reform
 Enlightened despotism in 

central and eastern Europe

 Scientific Revolution
 Skepticism
 Classicism
 Deism

 Philosophes were writers, artists, 
scientists, musicians, economists, 
etc.

 Believed that reason could be 
applied to all aspects of life

 Optimistic about how people should 
live and govern themselves

 Key concepts: 
 Reasoning
 Secularism / Deism
 Education
 Natural Laws
 Constitutionalism
 Social progress & justice
 tolerance
 Liberty 
 Utilitarianism – greatest good for 

the greatest number

 Voltaire
 Montesquieu
 Beccaria
 Rousseau
 Diderot
 Mary 

Wollstonecraft
 Mary Astell
 Emilie du 

Chatelet
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Hobbes vs. Locke

 Hobbes’ Social Contract (1651)
 Humans are born self-

interested, wicked…
 Life in state of nature is “nasty, 

brutish, and short”
 w/o gov. to keep order = chaos
 Social Contract: People agree to 

give up absolute freedom to a 
strong (absolute) ruler, in 
exchange they get law & order

 Hobbes: Leviathan (1660), absolute 
monarchy necessary to protect us 
from ourselves

 Locke’s Social Contract (1690)
 ‘Second Treaties of Government’
 People are born w/ a clean slate 

“tabula rasa” & are shaped by 
experiences

 We have God-given natural 
rights (life, liberty, property)

 Purpose of gov. is to protect our 
rights, if they fail to do this, 
people have the right to rebel

 Gov. power comes from the 
people (democracy)

 Did NOT believe in social equality, just social 
equality BEFORE THE LAW.

 ‘Crush the Infamous Thing’-championed 
religious toleration, was against the 
intolerance of all major religions

 DIDEROT (1713-1784)
 Encyclopedia combined all major topics in all areas 

of life…very important!!!

 ‘Spirit of the Laws’ believed in limiting royal 
monarchy, separation of powers and the study of 
governments

 Adam Smith – physiocrat (1723-90)
 wrote ‘Wealth of Nations’ about classical economics, the 

role of government, free markets, competition and self-
interest

 ****Compare/contrast Smith and Colbert’s policies.

 Wrote ‘Emile’ about educating children….children 
are good and happy... 

 Wrote ‘Social Contract’ about politics and 
government….government has a contract with 
the people.

▪ Must rely on the general will of those it governs
 Distrusted logic and focused on emotions…helps 

with the following Romantic period.

 Used reasoning, logic and absolutism to rule.
 George III of England and Louis XV of France didn’t 

partake….

 Enlightened Despots
▪ Catherine the Great of Russia
▪ Joseph II of Austria
▪ Frederick the Great of Prussia

‘Everything for the people, nothing by the people.’

 Created a unified national system of laws
 Eliminated torture for most crimes
 Believed in religious toleration
 Encouraged scientific agriculture and other 

industries to start
 Strengthened serfdom

 Restricted torture
 Encouraged the printing press usage
 Allowed limited toleration of Jews
 Expanded the borders of Russia
 Tried to redo the laws of Russia, but nobles 

objected.
 Pugachev Rebellion- (1773-5) failed serf revolt. She 

created more restrictions on serfs

 Abolished serfdom
 Abolished the Robot
 Abolished torture
 Believed in religious toleration for all, 

including the Jews, Catholics, and Protestants
 Reduced the churches influence
 Nobles HATED this
 Upon his death, all changes were eliminated

 Austria:
▪ War of Austrian Succession (1740-8)

▪ Pragmatic Sanction & Maria Teresa
▪ Frederick the Great wanted Silesia
▪ France & Prussia vs. Austria & England
▪ Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle- Silesia given to Prussia

▪ Seven Years War (1756-63)
▪ England & Prussia vs. Austria, France & Russia
▪ French and Indian war in America, France & England in India
▪ Treaty of Hubertusburg (1763)- Prussia keeps Silesia
▪ Treaty of Paris 1763- ended French and Indian War

***Prussia becomes a power, England is stronger as well

55 56 57
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Unit 6 

 Poor used the open-field concept in western 
Europe.

 Low Countries created new concepts to better 
crop production.

▪ Enclosed fields
▪ Crop rotation
▪ Fertilizer (animal poop)

 Charles ‘Turnip’ Townshend (England)
 Jethro Tull (England)-seed drill
 Enclosure movement

 Population increases dramatically
▪ 120 million (1700) to 190 million (1800)

▪ Factors:
 Agriculture Revolution produced large amounts of food and the 

potato
 Transportation improved allowing food from all areas to be had
 Professional wars were fought, leading to fewer deaths and less 

destruction.
 Life expectancy rises to 35 years
 No true medical advances
 Still had plenty of crop failures
 Plagues still kills large amounts

 Marriage:
▪ Marriage occurred in their 20’s when they learned a trade or had 

land. Usually not arranged
▪ Cottage industry helped the poor families.
▪ Poor women worked as domestics 
▪ High mortality rate caused low emotional bonds with kids 

 Rousseau tries to change this

▪ Witchcraft persecution declines after Religious Wars
 100,000-200,000 tried during 16/17th centuries
 Protestants believed God was powerful and fearful….the devil wasn’t 

important
 Scientific Revolution & Enlightenment helped to eliminate witchcraft 

 England:
▪ leading commercial empire
▪ Distinct social classes
▪ Controls slave trade
▪ PM Walpole, Whig leader during Hanover dynasty

 France:
▪ Louis XV-weak, where nobles regained power lost
▪ Didn’t deal with debt

 Peasant’s are upset
▪Paid most of the countries taxes
▪Lack of food
▪Lack of political power even though they 

make up 97% of society
 Government debt
 Poor leadership in Louis XV & XVI (& his wife)
 Nobles wanted to keep their power

 Called to figure out debt crisis (1789)
1. Moderate Bourgeois Stage (1789-1793)

• 1st Constitution & Declaration of Rights
(National Assembly – Legislative Assembly)

2. Reign of Terror (1793-1794)
• Radical & bloody phase under Maximilien Robespierre

(National Convention)
3. Conservative Phase: Backlash against the Terror (1795-

1799)
• Attempts at stability & moderation

(The Directory)
4. Shifts back toward dictatorship (1799-1815)

• Napoleon becomes consul (dictator), and later, emperor
(French Empire)

 Tennis Court Oath (June 1789)
 Refused to go along with 1st and 2nd estates’ voting plan
 Declared to be the National Assembly and create a 

constitution
 National Assembly (1789-1791)
 Storming of the Bastille 
 Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (8/ 1789)

▪ ‘all men are born free and have equal rights and natural rights’
▪ Copied from the US Declaration of Independence and Constitution
▪ Some rights for women as well---mainly to own property and divorce)

 Women’s March to Versailles (Oct 1789)

64 65 66
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 Civil Constitution of the Clergy (August 1790)
▪ Confiscated land and power from the clergy
▪ Clergy must be loyal to the revolution. Pope condemned act.

 Legislative assembly formed
▪ Origination of terms ‘right’ and ‘left’ created.  
▪ Jacobins (overthrow monarchy and form a republic) and 

Girondist (wanted a war to extend F.R. ideals to other countries
▪ Both were considered far left.

 Declaration of Pillnitz (8/1791) by Austria and 
Prussia created

 War declared against Austria and Prussia. France 
stopped the foreign forces from entering Paris.

 Sans-culottes took over Paris and forced the 
Legislative Assembly to depose the monarchy

 September Massacres- 1000’s of ‘non-peasants’ 
murdered by sans-culotte in Paris

 NATIONAL CONVENTION (1792-5)
 Abolished monarchy, created a republic, and executed 

king
 Government run by radical san-culottes and Jacobines. 

Ousted the Girondist
 First Coalition formed (1793) all major countries of 

Europe opposing French Revolution

 Committee of Public Safety formed led by 
Robespierre

 France became a dictatorship….executed many!
 Levee en masse formed…defeated First Coalition’s 

army. Napoleon involved
 National Convention executed Robespierre after 

his idea of a Republic of Virtue became too radical.
 THERMIDORIAN REACTION period starts.
 Forms Directory, but it falls in November 1799 by 

Napoleon

 Brought stability to France…very popular even 
though an enlightened despot

 Napoleonic Code-one uniform set of laws
▪ Solidified rights for everyone
▪ Allowed censorship of press , speech and some other liberties
▪ Took women’s rights away…became dependent of men

 Concordat of 1801-made amends with the Catholic 
church

 12/2/1804- became an emperor
 After Battle of Austerlitz, soon took over or allied 

most of Europe. Eliminated the HRE and feudalism

 Continental System- closed all ports from trading 
with England

 1808-Spanish people (guerilla fighters) attacked 
French soldiers for 5 years (killed 300,000 french)

 Invasion of Russia- Tsar Alexander I opposed the 
Continental System. Napoleon moved eastward, 
but not prepared.

 Grand Alliance beat Napoleon at Battle of Nations 
(October 1813)

 After returning from exile, Napoleon is defeated 
at Battle of Waterloo in June 1815.

Unit 6

Rise of the Middle Class 
“bourgeoisie”

1. Ind. Rev. created wealth for factory owners, 
shippers, merchants, bankers changing the 
social structure

2. Upper middle class did not become social 
equals of aristocrats until late 19th C.

3. Lower middle class “petite bourgeoisie” had 
comfortable standard of living

4. Working poor “proletariat”: low standard of 
living
 As machines replaced workers, created anger 
 Luddites: smashed machines, attacked 

factories, riots
 Union Movement & government response
 Most city pop. doubled, or even tripled

Rapid, unplanned pop. growth leads to 
social problems:

1. No planning for housing, 
sanitation, ed., police 
protection, building codes

2. Lack of sanitation & 
overcrowding led to disease:
 Cholera epidemics
 Shorter life spans

3. Poor lived in filthy, one-room 
homes while upper middle 
class lived in suburban areas

4. Growing gap b/w rich and 
poor

5. Poorhouses (Poor Laws)
6. Irish Potato Famine (1845-46, 

1848-51)

1. 1819: 1st Factory Act passed by 
British gov. to restrict working 
age & hours

2. 1833: 2nd Factory Act passed by 
Parliament to further regulate 
child labor:

– Illegal to hire under 9; 9-12: 8 
hrs., 13-17: 12 hrs., by 1847: 10 
hrs. Act

3. 1842: Mines Act
– Regulate child labor in coal 

mines
– Prevented women & children 

from working underground
4. 1847: Ten Hours Act
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 Reform Bill of 1832- doubled # of voters (all 
middle class men) & new electoral districts

 Repeal Corn Laws – 1846- import more grains, 
wheat and corn after potato famine

 Chartist movement- workers wanted universal 
suffrage, secret ballots, and Parliament 
requirements of owning property

▪ Failed….but ultimately all were adopted. 
 Reform Bill of 1867- Disraeli(conservative) 

extended the suffrage to most urban male 
workers

 Reaction against neoclassicism’s emphasis 
on reason and order; inspired by Rousseau’s 
Social Contract: “Man is born free, yet 
everywhere he is in chains!”

 Emphasis on emotion in art, individual 
liberty, ending social injustices, and 
achieving democracy; the path to freedom 
through imagination and feeling (rather 
than reason and thinking)

 Romantic artists to know: Delacroix, Goya, 
Gericault, Turner 

Franciso de Goya, The Family of 
Charles IV, 1800, Prado, Madrid, 
Spain. 

Goya, 
Saturn 
Devouring 
One of His 
Children,
1819-1823, 
Prado, 
Madrid, 
Spain.

“I am like no one 
in the whole world.  
I may be no better, 
at least I am 
different.” -
Rousseu

Gericault, Raft of the Medusa, 1818-1819, 
Louvre, Paris.

Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People, 
1830, Louvre, Paris. 

Delacroix, Death of Sardanapalus, 1826, 
Louvre, Paris. Turner, The Slave Ship, 1840, Boston, MA.

 Conservatism- Monarchy, Aristocracy, Church
 Gradual change

 Liberalism-
 Believed in natural & civil rights; Government protects 

them
 Nationalism-
 Believed a state is made up of a group people with 

similar traditions, language and history
 A person should be loyal to the state
 Powerful force of change

 Republicanism and socialism

LIBERALISM IN THE 19TH CENTURY

Classical Liberalism: “that government is best 
which governs least”

 Government that protects liberty of the 
people from others and itself
 Thomas Paine, Common Sense

 Natural rights
 Social Contract Theory 

 Rousseau’s “general will”
 Locke

 Protection of property rights
 Anticlerical, anti-aristocratic
 Coupled with economic theory: free market 

capitalism (Adam Smith)
 Free trade: John Stuart Mill, David Ricardo

 Utilitarianism: Jeremy Bentham, Mill

19TH C. CONSERVATISM

 Reaction to liberalism and excesses 
of the French Revolution
 Edmund Burke
 Joseph de Maistre
 Metternich: failure to suppress 

liberalism and nationalism long-
term (Revolutions of 1848)

 Supported by Church, Royalists, 
peasants

 Continuity and stability of 
institutions that have evolved 
gradually over time

Conservatism:
• Right Wing
• Strengthen traditional 

society
• Upper class
• Emphasis on 

community 
• Preserve Social 

hierarchy
• Established church
• Supported status quo
• Legitimate institutions

Liberalism:
• Left Wing
• Reform/Change society 

acc. to ideals of 
Enlightenment and 
French Rev.

• Middle class
• Emphasis on individual 

freedom
• Individual growth 
• Separation of state and 

church
• Limited monarchy

Rejection of radicalism and violence, recognized need for 
limits on the powers of government, advocacy of balance 
in society regarding individual rights and societal powers 
–not so similar if analyzed further   

Similari
ties 

 Conservative host of the Congress of Vienna 
▪ (England, Russia, Prussia, and Austria ‘Quad. Alliance’) 

 Restore legitimacy to states
▪ Brought the Bourbons  and House of Orange back to power

 Weaken France, but not humiliate them
 Reduce French borders and pay indemnity
 Territorial settlements
 Overall, created a balance of power in Europe until 

the unification of Germany (1871), but 
underestimates the power of other ism’s

1. Restore a Balance of Power: no country 
would be a threat to others
 Forced to give up territories 

Napoleon took, but kept 1790 
boundaries & overseas possessions, 
army & gov

 Containment of France: prevent 
future aggression by surrounding 
France w/ strong countries

2. Legitimacy: Restore Europe’s families 
to thrones that had been driven out by 
Napoleon
 France: Louis XVIII ruled as a 

Constitutional Monarch 
 Spain, Italy, Germany: rulers 

restored
3. Concert of Europe – Principle of 

Intervention
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 Maintain Collective Security
 Early Revolts-
 Spain & Italy- People wanting more rights & 

representation, French interviened
 Germany- Burschenshaften wanted liberal reforms and 

a united Germany. 
▪ Metternich issues the Carlsbad Decrees (censored students)

 Russia- Decembrist Revolts…(supporters of 
Constantine vs Nicholas)

▪ Nicholas suppressed and became powerful

 Belgium, Greece, Italy, South America….?

 After Louis’ death, brother Charles X becomes 
king. 
 Opposed liberalism…very conservative
 People revolt and Bourgeoisie won, installed Louis 

Phillippe ‘Citizen King’. 

1848 Revolutions
 Concert refuses to address change the ism’s
 Social tensions due to Industrial Rev. 
 Poor crops

• The Hungry 40s
• Crop failure
• High prices
• Unemployment
• Potato blight
• Increase in crime
• Radicalization of 

politics

 Louis Philippe refused to extend the franchise to 
working class

 Government collapsed….many vied for power
 Louis Napoleon elected as president of Second 

French republic..lasted a couple of years before he 
became emperor

▪ 4 years later became Emperor Napoleon III… very popular
▪ Modernized industry & legalized trade unions
▪ Rebuilt Paris and public housing

Austrian Revolts
 Many nationalistic revolts
 All were squashed…Russia helped defeat Hungary

Unit 7

 Causes:
▪ Russia wanted access to Mediterranean and protect orthodox 

religion…England, France and Turkey didn’t want this.
 Consequences:

▪ 100,000 die, mainly due to poor care (Red Cross created)
▪ Peidmont-Sardinia gain power, Russia seen as weak

 RUSSIA-
▪ Tsar Alex II wanted to fix Russia

 Emancipated serfs (1861)- no ownership for peasants
 Created Zemstvos- local gov’ts

▪ 1830-Carbonari and Mazzini rebelled against Austrian rule…failed
▪ 1848-Mazzini and ‘Young Italy’ rebelled against Austrian rule…failed
▪ 1850-Peidmont-Sardinia gained power after Crimean War
▪ Cavour….a realpolitik

 Cavour modernized economy and army…allied with 
France to drive out Austria from Italy
 Peidmont beat Austria…took over all of northern Italy except 

Venice
 Garibaldi & his red shirts liberated 2 Sicilies

 Cavour unified both areas….Victor Emmanuel II became 
first king of Italy

 Problems: Not totally unified, northern vs. southern Italy, 
new government in debt

 German Confederation loosely aligned
 Bismarck-realpolitik- became prime minister 1862

▪ Conservative who strengthened Prussia by increasing army
▪ ‘…blood and iron…’

 Unification Process
 War with Denmark 1864 for Holstein and Schleswig
 War with Austria 1866 ‘7 Weeks War’
 Formed the North German Confederation
 War with France 1870 
 Consequences: Italy obtained Venice, Germany unified and 

obtained Alsace Lorraine, Napoleon forced to abdicate, 
France paid heavily….Germany industrialized and became a 
major state in Europe…rivaled England

 1867- to stop disputes with Magyars, created 
dual monarchy

 Slavic regions upset….won’t stay quiet!
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Unit 9

 New industries and sources of power:
▪ Bessemer Steel
▪ Chemicals (fertilizers, soaps, explosives)
▪ Electricity, gasoline and oil

 Germany vs. England
 Population increased 193423 million from 1800-

1900.
 Cities became very urban!
 Trade Unions and socialism becomes big among 

working classes

1st Ind. Rev. 2nd Ind. Rev.
Time Frame

Methods 
of Production

Mass 
Production

Power Sources

New Engines

Inventions

Standard of 
Living 
for working class

* Note that these technologies continued to be used during 
the 2nd IR but new sources of power were introduced, in 

addition.

c. 1760-1830 c. 1850-1914

Hand  Machine Increased Automation

Textiles Steel (Bessemer Process)

Water, Coal, & Steam* Petroleum & Electricity

Steam Engine* Internal Combustion

Spinning Jenny
Water Frame
Spinning Mule
Cotton Gin

Automobiles
Chemicals
Railroads (Prevalent)
Telegraph, Telephone, Radio

AWFUL
Think Tocqueville in Manchester

Still Bad, but improving
(Sewers, Sanitation, etc.)
Expansion of Middle Class

 Middle Class-Age of the Middle Class
 They created the ‘status quo’ and are the ‘arbiter of 

taste’
 Not homogenous ‘white collar’ workers
 Welfare states created to appease unions & socialist.
 Most males are able to vote in Europe by 1914
 Creates the modern political parties
 Women have few rights, but…

▪ Legalized divorce in England  1857, France 1884
▪ Catholic countries slow on giving rights
▪ Middle class women becoming more educated and independent

 Haves vs. the have not’s
 Everyone should share profits and resources
 Utopian Socialism-

▪ C. Fourier, L. Blanc and R. Owen
▪ Communities based on cooperation

 Marxism-
▪ ‘Communist Manifesto’- history is based on class struggles
▪ Bourgeoisie vs. Proletariat
▪ ‘dictatorship of the proletariat

 Evolutionary Socialism-
▪ Change over time through gradual reforms

 Paris Commune- 1871
▪ Parisians (Communards) rejected third republic & 

Outcomes of Franco-Prussian War
▪ Formed the Commune  government
▪ Suppressed by army…brings class hatred

 Dreyfus Affair
▪ Example of wide spread anti-semitism
▪ Emile Zola, realist novelist,  wrote ‘Accuse’
▪ Helped Theodor Herzl to create zionism

 Irish Question-
▪ 1801- Ireland joined Great Britain (Act of Union)
▪ Charles Parnell (Nationalist) and Gladstone (PM) 

supported home rule
▪ Parliament split…but passes it in 1914..but not yet!

 Germany-
 First social welfare program created by Bismarck

▪ Old age, unemployment, health, accident and disability insurances

 Economy & military grows 

 ‘Autocracy, Orthodoxy and Russification’
▪ Alex III & Nicholas II motto

 Many political parties formed due to rapid 
industrialization

▪ Social Democrats ( Mensheviks & Bolsheviks)
▪ Constitutional Democrats (Kadets)

 Russian Revolution of 1905
▪ Russo-Japanese War
▪ Bloody Sunday (1/22/05)
▪ Nicholas II approves creation of a Duma

 Evolution by Darwin
▪ ‘Origin of Species’ called for a biological evolution
▪ Fittest species survive…’natural selection’

 Social Darwinism
▪ Herbert Spencer- sociologist- Natural selection of people
▪ Rationalized anti-semitism, imperialism and militarism

 Bacteria Revolution
▪ Louis Pasteur- germ theory…heat kills bacteria
▪ Joseph Lister- sterilize instruments and wounds is good! 
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